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Clothes Top Loading Washing Machine  

 

Clothes top loading washing machine use new 

upgrade, large capacity and large pattern. No 

matter how many clothes you wear, clothes top 

loading washing machine is easy to get them all at 

once. Big power, double motor, double heart. High 

speed drying, quick cleaning, precise control of the 

inner barrel rotation by induction motor, stable 

washing, effectively reducing laundry noise. 

 

 

 

Product Description 

We pursue the administration tenet of "Quality is exceptional, Assistance is supreme, 

Reputation is first", and will sincerely create and share success with all clients for Best 

Price on China Clothes Top Loading Washing Machine, We welcome new and outdated 

buyers from all walks of lifestyle to make contact with us for long term enterprise 

interactions and mutual good results! 

 

Best Price on China Clothes Washer and Clothes Top Loading Washing Machine price, 

Why we can do these? Because: A, We have been honest and reliable. Our merchandise 

have high quality, attractive price, sufficient supply capacity and perfect service. B, Our 

geographical position has a big advantage . C, Various types: Welcome your inquiry, It will 

likely be highly appreciated. 

 

Clothes top loading washing machine use new upgrade, large capacity and large pattern. 

No matter how many clothes you wear, clothes top loading washing machine is easy to 

get them all at once. Big power, double motor, double heart. High speed drying, quick 

cleaning, precise control of the inner barrel rotation by induction motor, stable washing, 

effectively reducing laundry noise. Clothes top loading washing machine adopt streamline 

butterfly wave wheel can drive clothes to roll up and down, and stains can't be avoided. It 

can be exchanged clockwise and anticlockwise, which can effectively reduce the winding 

and friction of clothes and clean clothes. 

 

Moedel: XPB85-2008S(85FS)  

Wash Capacity: 8.0Kg 

Spin Capacity: 4.5 Kg 

Wash Power: 400 W 

Spin Power: 200 W 

Voltage: 110V/60Hz  ~  220V/50Hz 

https://www.cn-sandie.com/clothes-top-loading-washing-machine.html
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Product Size: 760*450*850mm 

Packing Size: 780*480*870mm 

N.W./G.W.: 19.5/24.0 KG 

MOQ/40HQ Container: 208 PCS 

  

Product Features 

1. Clothes top loading washing machine use new upgrade, large capacity and large 

pattern. No matter how many clothes you wear, it's easy to get them all at once. 

 

 

2. Clothes top loading washing machine use big power, double motor, double heart. High 

speed drying, quick cleaning, precise control of the inner barrel rotation by induction motor, 

stable washing, effectively reducing laundry noise. 

 

 

3. Wide field of vision, 3C toughened glass appearance, greater vision, more 

protection. Crystal clear, larger perspective, more durable, more protection. 

 

 

4. Clean clothes technology, great magic. Clothes top loading washing machine use 

streamline butterfly wave wheel can drive clothes to roll up and down, and stains can't be 

avoided. It can be exchanged clockwise and anticlockwise, which can effectively reduce 

the winding and friction of clothes and clean clothes. 

 

 

5. Clothes top loading washing machine adopt pure magic cube current. Clean magic 

cube whirlpool strong water washing, effectively remove the stubborn stains in the dead 

corner of clothes, multiple separate flow washing and promote the clothes to flip, disperse 

the clothes, and effectively reduce the entanglement. 

 

 

6. Clothes top loading washing machine adopt washing and dehydration can be carried 

out at the same time. Clean and sanitary, free setting, at the same time, save electricity 

and water. 

Spray rinse, clean and no residue. The sprinkler barrel has special sprinkling water holes, 

flushing clothes on the side of the water and rushing out of the foam in the fiber. The 

clothes are clean and no residual current. 
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FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 

*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 

5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 

OEM is available. 

7. Do you provide sample? 

Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 

Yes, we can. 
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9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 

 


